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Chinese PLA’s New
Rocket Force and
Cross-Strait Ties
with Taiwan
Return of Taiwan’s Democratic Progressive
Party to Power
The return of the hardline pro-independence
Democratic Progressive Party 民主进步党 (DPP)
to power in Taiwan, with its candidate, Tsai
Ing-wen becoming the first female Taiwanese
President, seems to be casting a spell on peace
and security in cross-strait relations in East Asia.
Defeating her nearest political rival, Eric Chu of
the Kuomintang (KMT), by winning 56.1 per cent
of the vote, the DPP has put an end to the rule
of KMT’s Ma Ying-jeou and his administration’s
policy of closer politico-economic engagement
with China. It was visibly clear during my
last two trips to Taiwan in October 2014 and
June 2015 that the KMT, and its conservative
approach of attempting to ‘normalise’ relations
with Mainland China had, apparently, made
it increasingly unpopular with the Taiwanese
voter.
Given that Taiwan remains the most sensitive
political issue for Mainland China, the DPP’s
landslide win puts the onus back on its long-

February 2016
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Key Points
1. The KMT, and its conservative approach of
attempting to ‘normalise’ relations with Mainland
China, apparently made it increasingly unpopular
with the Taiwanese voter.
2. The message across the Taiwan Strait remained
loud and clear, with CCTV 7 broadcasting images of
amphibious armoured vehicles ploughing through
the sea towards a landing site, helicopters firing
missiles at shore locations, and soldiers parachuting
down from helicopters.
3. According to PLA strategists, perhaps the
most difficult challenge remains maintaining
its strategic value while preserving a huge
conventional missile arsenal, particularly the
medium-range, mobile, DF-21C missile.
4. The Rocket Force is expected to focus more on
nuclear counter-attack capabilities, intensifying
construction of medium- and long-range precision
strike power, and reinforcing strategic checks and
balances.
5. Apart from the DF-3A which can range far out
into the Pacific Ocean, the remaining missile
forces have sufficient range to blanket the island of
Taiwan without venturing far from their respective
garrisons.

The Centre for Land Warfare Studies (CLAWS), New Delhi, is an autonomous think-tank dealing with national security and conceptual aspects
of land warfare, including conventional and sub-conventional conflict and terrorism. CLAWS conducts research that is futuristic in outlook and
policy-oriented in approach.
Website: www.claws.in
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Chinese PLA’s New Rocket Force ...
standing stance on pushing for independence

helicopters in the drills were released, the numbers of

from Mainland China. The scepticism surrounding

troops or equipment were kept ambiguous. China’s

Taiwan’s political future with the Mainland seemed

Ministry of National Defence refused to comment

to be increasing, and the presidential election verdict,

on whether the drills had any correlation/reference

which has brought the DPP back to power whose

to Taiwan’s election result. That notwithstanding,

fundamental political stand rejects the 1992 One China

the message across the Taiwan Strait remained loud

principle, thereby advocating in favour of a Taiwanese

and clear, with CCTV 7 broadcasting images of

national identity, away and separate from that of

amphibious armoured vehicles ploughing through the

Mainland China. Not surprisingly, this perennially

sea towards a landing site, helicopters firing missiles at

raises political temperatures in cross-strait relations.

shore locations, and soldiers parachuting down from

Mainland China, predictably, albeit belligerently,

helicopters.1

has responded both politically, and militarily. The
Taiwan Work Office of the Communist Party of China

China’s Missile Modernisation and Stack-up

Central Committee and the Taiwan Affairs Office of

Opposite Taiwan

the State Council released a statement through the
official Xinhua press declaring adherence to the 1992

The PLA has been in the news lately, with perhaps

consensus and “resolutely opposing any form of

the largest military reforms being executed in many

secessionist activities seeking Taiwan independence” –

decades of recorded history of China’s military

primarily indicating that as long as political parties and

modernisation. Three new military branches within

groups in Taiwan continue to recognise the principle

the PLA were created on January 01, 2016, namely,

that the Chinese Mainland and Taiwan belong to One

General Command of the PLA Army, Rocket Force

China, cross-strait political engagement and exchange

and Strategic Support Force. By establishing an

shall likely continue.

upgraded missile force and renaming it as Rocket
Force, the President and Chairman of the Central

On the military front, Mainland China relaunched its

Military Commission has ensured a return of the

psychological warfare, which it has been employing

Second Artillery Corps to its core function, that of

against Taiwan for decades by holding live-fire

providing strategic preeminence to China’s nuclear

exercises and landing drills. These manoeuvres

and missile arsenal. This is mainly because, for long,

were held just days after Tsai Ing-wen’s presidential

the Second Artillery Corps had been functioning as a

victory and reported by the state broadcaster, China

military branch.2 Following the principle of building

Central Television (CCTV 7) in what was widely

a lean and effective force, the newly christened

interpreted to being an implicit cautionary to the

Rocket Force, which earlier was termed the Second

new government in Taiwan – to tread carefully.

Artillery Force, shall continue to push for improving
its force structure. This will include both nuclear and

Staged by the 31st Group Army based in China’s

conventional missiles capabilities for rapid reaction,

southeastern city of Xiamen in Fujian province that

penetration, precision strike, damage infliction,

directly faces Taiwan, the unit is considered the frontal

protection, and survivability.3

line of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) for military
action directed at Taiwan, along with two other

The rapid expansion in China’s conventional

additional groups under the Nanjing military district.

missile arsenal in the past decade and a half reflects

Although details of the PLA using long-range rockets,

a significant strategic value in Beijing’s military

self-propelled howitzers, amphibious tanks and

build-up, especially against Taiwan. According
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to PLA strategists, perhaps the most difficult

base receiving its first set of DF-15 missiles in April

challenge remains maintaining its strategic value

1992. One year later, while the missiles were still

while preserving a huge conventional missile

arriving, the Central Military Commission (CMC)

arsenal, particularly the medium-range, mobile,

formally commissioned the first conventional

DF-21C missile.

missile brigade and ordered it to be ready to launch

4

China’s Rocket Force will

continue to serve as the core strategic deterrence

within one year.6

power, by means of reinforcing medium- and longrange precision strike capabilities, technological

Since the mid-1990s, the number of Base 52’s

advancements and enhanced command and

conventional brigades and new, more accurate

control. In China’s revamped robust approach and

ballistic missiles has steadily increased. In order

policy, proponents of coercive nuclear and limited

to address any/all “pro-independence, separatist”

war-fighting strategies could find encouragement.

movement, quick-action “fist units” (quantou budui)

Besides deterrence, the Rocket Force is expected to

have proliferated throughout the coastal areas

focus more on nuclear counter-attack capabilities,

opposite Taiwan. By October 2011, the PLA was

intensifying construction of medium- and long-

known to have deployed between 1,000 and 1,200

range precision strike power, and reinforcing

Short-Range Ballistic Missiles (SRBMs) to units

strategic checks and balances.

opposite Taiwan, nearly half of which are deployed

5

within about a 7.5-minute flight time. In addition
Fig 1

to this, the PLA has added additional missile
brigades in southeastern China, and
upgraded the lethality of its existing
SRBM force by introducing variants
with improved ranges, accuracies and
payloads.7
The twelve units of the Base 52 control
a large number of DF-3A, DF-11,
DF-11A, DF-15, and DF-15C ballistic
missiles. Apart from the DF-3A which
can range far out into the Pacific Ocean,
the remaining missile forces have
sufficient range to blanket the island
of Taiwan without venturing far from
their respective garrisons.8 Creation
of several new Second Artillery SRBM
brigades opposite Taiwan, plus at least

Source: Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China, 2012,
U.S. Department of Defense, p. 39.

The

Second

Artillery

had

been

one brigade belonging to the Nanjing
Military Region (MR) Ground Forces,
and the transition to mobile DF-21s

accelerating

with both conventional and nuclear capability against

preparations for forming a unit under Base 52, the

regional targets has greatly augmented the Chinese

main missile complex opposite Taiwan, with the

missile-based deterrent.9
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... and Cross-Strait Ties with Taiwan
The PLA, apparently, is said to be “adjusting to keep

100 years of the People’s Republic of China coming into

up with the pace of China’s rise”. Interestingly, experts

existence as a nation-state. Realisation of these twin

and analysts in China are arguing that the mission of

bicentennial goals remains the nucleus of Xi Jinping’s

China’s armed forces stretches beyond the nation’s

“China Dream” – most significantly including the vital

maritime and land territories. This clearly brings

goal of national rejuvenation (read reunification).10

out the dichotomy in China’s interpretation and

With Taiwan topping Xi Jinping’s ‘reunification’

application of power, both militarily and politically.

agenda, or that of any other future Chinese leader,

Most of these reforms are likely to begin yielding

the principal challenge for Taiwanese President Tsai

results by 2020. What is most critical here is the timing,

Ing-wen would undoubtedly be securing stability by

with 2021 establishing 100 years since the founding of

maintaining a status-quoist approach in cross-strait

the Chinese Communist Party and 2049 ushering in

ties.
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The contents of this Issue Brief are based on the analysis of material accessed from open sources and are the personal views of the author. It may not be
quoted as representing the views or policy of the Government of India or Integrated Headquarters of MoD (Army).
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